Sponsorship
Information
There are many reasons to partner with Club 21 families to build a better future.
Your generosity will allow us to continue to create opportunities of BELONGING a cornerstone for a meaningful life!
Your support will provide:
• A new family with a vision of the future filled

with hope, community and the resources
they will need on their journey to grow, learn
and thrive
• Children with the academic and social skills
to succeed, their parents with the tools to
advocate, and opportunities for them to
foster their skills and abilities
• A transitioning adult the opportunity to plan
for a fulfilling, self directed, life and the tools
to help them achieve their dreams

"For most parents, having their child start high
school is an exciting time which also comes
with some apprehension. Is my child ready and
mature enough to take on the increased
responsibilities? As the mother of a young girl
with Down syndrome, I also worry if she will be
included, have friends and get the support she
needs to be successful. Club 21 has provided
resources, training, knowledge and support to
help her belong and be a part of her school.
Our family has been a part of Club 21 since shortly after our daughter Amanda was born in 2008. Club 21 has
given me tools to help her teachers, training on how to navigate the IEP process, knowledge of my rights and an
understanding of the learning profile of an individual with Down syndrome that has helped Amanda to be a
strong reader and confident student. Amanda has also taken social skills classes at Club 21 that help her to
interact with her typical peers. I don't believe Amanda would be in this position if it weren't for Club 21. I will
never forget her walking into school with her backpack on one shoulder, embarrassed that her mom was there
(like all high school kids) saying "Don't worry mom, I got this." And I believe she does." PARENT

